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8 COMPACT BEVERAGE DISPENSING UNIT

Abstract

The present invention concerns a compact beverage dispensing device comprising:

5 (A) A base portion (11), comprising:

(a) A support plate (1 1)

(b) A peripheral wall (11c) jutting out of the bottom of the support plate and 

extending along at least a portion of the perimeter of said support plate and 

thus defining with said bottom surface (lib) an inner volume of the base

0 portion,

(c) A source of pressurized gas (7) lodged in the inner volume of the base portion, 

and connecting means suitable for connecting said source of pressurized gas to 

the interior of a beverage container (8) located outside the inner volume of the 

base portion; and

5 (B) An elongated tapping column (1) extending substantially normal to the top surface

(11a) of the base portion, comprising an elongated inner channel (2) bringing in 

fluid communication the an inner volume of the base portion with a tapping valve 

head (3) located at the opposite top, outlet end of the elongated tapping column, ,

Characterized in that, the height of the peripheral wall (11c) is such that the beverage 

_0 dispensing device is suitable for dispensing beverages when standing on the top surface of a 

counter or a worktop (20) as found in traditional pubs and restaurants.
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8 COMPACT BEVERAGE DISPENSING UNIT

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

5 The present invention concerns compact beverage dispensing units for dispensing through a 

dispensing tap a beverage, typically a carbonated beverage like beer, by pressurizing the 

interior of a container containing said beverage.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0 Draught beer is often preferred by consumers to bottled or canned beer. Draught beer is 

generally served at the counter of a public house out of a refrigerated keg provided with a 

fluid connection to a source of pressurized gas for driving the dispensing of the beer 

through a dispensing line fluidly connecting the keg to a dispensing tap, comprising a valve 

for controlling the flow out of said tap. Full size dispensing units fixed to the counter of

5 public houses are rather expensive and are generally financed by brewing companies.

Furthermore, since they are encased in the counter, they cannot be moved. For example, in 

case of a temporary social event outside a public house, such as an outdoor event, wedding 

party, fair and the like, consumers would like to be offered draught beer for consumption. 

Besides the consumers’ preference for draught beer, above a critical volume of consumption, 

..0 serving bottled or canned beer would be too expensive and would generate too much waste.

For these reasons, compact and mobile beverage dispensing units, offering the same quality 

of beer as a draught beer served at the counter of a public house, were developed and 

brought to the market. They are designed to accommodate a keg or container containing the 

beer, with a source of pressurized gas, such as a pressure gas bottle or a compressor. The 

25 containers used can be traditional metal kegs as used in public houses, possibly but not 

necessarily of smaller dimensions, or can include so called bag-in-containers as disclosed 

e.g., in EP2146832, EP2148770, EP2148771, EP21 52494 and the like.

For example, US2004/0226967 proposes a roving dispensing unit comprising a cooling 

30 chamber suitable for accommodating and cooling a beer keg, a hollow column supported on

-1-
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8 said cooling chamber and a dispensing head comprising a tap valve. A source of pressurized 

gas, such as a compressor or a CO2 cartridge is provided for ensuring the necessary 

pressure for driving the beer flow out of the keg. A dispensing tube fluidly connects the keg 

to the tap valve. For reasons of hygiene, the dispensing tube is disposable and must be 

5 changed with each new keg. In one embodiment, the dispensing line is even permanently 

coupled to the keg to ensure that it will not be used a second time. Upon use, a new keg can 

be installed into the cooling chamber, and fluidly connected to a source of pressurized gas, 

generally located in the same chamber. The dispensing line is either permanently coupled to 

the keg or must be coupled thereto, before it is run through a channel defined in the hollow 

0 column until the dispensing tube outlet reaches the dispensing head of the column and is 

engaged into the tap valve mechanism. This "bottom-up" insertion system, wherein the 

dispensing tube is installed starting from the keg (located at the bottom) all the way up to 

the dispensing head (located at the top) requires that the dispensing line be provided with a 

shut-off valve to prevent the flow of beer out of the keg before the dispensing line is in 

5 place in the tap valve. It is clear that providing a shut-off valve to a disposable tube 

increases substantially the cost of use of the system. Furthermore, it can be quite 

cumbersome to drive up a flexible dispensing line through the hollow column which outlet 

to the cooling chamber is positioned at the back thereof as can easily be appreciated when 

looking e.g., at Fig.2 of US2004/0226967.

0

In order to facilitate the engagement of the dispensing tube into the tap valve, a rather 

critical operation which is difficult to control from the interior of the cooling chamber, 

W02009/115928 suggests to allow the opening of the dispensing head so that the 

dispensing tube outlet emerging from the opening at the top of the column can be handled 

25 from outside the cooling chamber and engaged more comfortably into the tap valve 

mechanism.

EPl 982952 extends the idea of allowing the opening of the column to the entire length 

thereof. This solution greatly simplifies the "bottom-up" installation of the dispensing tube 

30 since it needs only be passed from the interior to the exterior of the cooling chamber

-2-
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8 through a short channel crossing the top board of the cooling chamber before it can be 

handled from outside the cooling chamber, instead of having to drive it from the inside of 

the cooling chamber all the way up to the dispensing head.

5 Although the foregoing dispensing units are mobile, they still are rather cumbersome and 

quite expensive. The present invention proposes a compact, versatile, and economical 

dispensing unit that can fit almost anywhere and which is very simple to use and to connect 

to a dispensing keg.

0 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is defined in the appended independent claims. Preferred 

embodiments are defined in the dependent claims. In particular, the present invention 

concerns a beverage dispensing unit comprising:

(A) A base portion, comprising:

0

(a) A support plate comprising a top surface and a bottom surface and an opening 

connecting said top and bottom surfaces,

(b) A peripheral wall jutting out of the bottom surface of the support plate and 

extending along at least a portion of the perimeter of said support plate and 

thus defining with said bottom surface an inner volume of the base portion, the 

free edge of the peripheral wall being suitable for stably supporting the support 

plate at a distance from a planar surface said peripheral wall rests upon, said 

distance corresponding to the height of the peripheral wall;

(c) A source of pressurized gas lodged in the inner volume of the base portion, 

and connecting means suitable for fluidly connecting said source of pressurized 

gas to the interior of a beverage container located outside the inner volume of 

the base portion; and

(B) An elongated tapping column extending substantially normal to the top surface of

the base portion, an inlet end thereof being fixed to said top surface and comprising 

an elongated inner channel (2) bringing in fluid communication via said opening, the

30 interior of the compartment with a tapping valve head located at the opposite top,

-3-
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8 outlet end of the elongated tapping column, said channel and tapping valve head 

being suitable for receiving and for controlling the flow of liquid through a 

dispensing line connected to the interior of said beverage container,

Characterized in that, the height of the peripheral wall is such that the beverage dispensing 

5 unit is suitable for dispensing beverages when standing on the top surface of a counter or a 

worktop as found in traditional pubs and restaurants.

In practice, the peripheral wall can have a height comprised between 50 and 300 mm, 

preferably between 70 and 200 mm, more preferably between 100 and 150 mm. Such 

0 compact dispensing unit is extremely versatile and can be positioned in almost any flat 

worktop and moved away to another place very easily/

The source of pressurized gas can be a gas compressor, such as an air compressor, a 

pressure cartridge filled with pressurized gas, a solid substrate with gas molecules adsorbed 

5 on the surface thereof, or any combination thereof. In a preferred embodiment, the source of 

pressurized gas is either a pressure cartridge filled with pressurized gas or a solid substrate 

with gas molecules adsorbed on the surface thereof. Said source of pressurized gas can be 

connected to a gas compressor located either within or out of the inner volume of the base 

portion and suitable for refilling the source of pressurized gas when the pressure of the 

0 compressed gas stored therein becomes insufficient. In a most preferred embodiment the 

source of pressurized gas is provided with a pressure gauge suitable for measuring the 

pressure of the gas stored therein and with a CPU for activating the gas compressor as soon 

as the pressure indicated by the pressure gauge falls below a given value. In case a feature 

of the dispensing unit must be powered, such as for example a compressor or a display 

25 screen, a source of power such as a battery or an AC/DC transformer with connecting means

to an AC supply net can be lodged in the inner volume of the base portion.

In a preferred embodiment, the dispensing unit comprises a CPU programmed for calculating 

the volume of liquid dispensed in a given time by computing at least the pressure inside the

30 container and the opening time of the valve, wherein the pressure source (7) is such that the

-4-
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8 pressure inside the container is substantially constant during the dispensing lifetime of the 

container.

The valve element is preferably a pinch-valve comprising first and second jaws suitable for

5 receiving in pinching relationship a flexible portion of the outlet end of a dispensing line 

and for controlling the flow of liquid therethrough by varying the distance between the first 

and second jaws from a first, closed position, dO, wherein the flexible portion of the 

dispensing line is squeezed and no liquid can flow, to a second, open position, dl, wherein 

the dispensing line is not squeezed or not squeezed completely and liquid can flow through 

0 the line.

When using the dispensing unit for the first time, or when using a new keg, a new 

dispensing tube should be used and loaded in the unit to bring the liquid content of the new 

keg in fluid communication with the tapping valve head. It is preferred that the dispensing 

5 column is such that the dispensing tube can be introduced in a top-down sequence. In other 

words, it is preferred that the inlet end of a dispensing tube including the connecting means 

can be introduced from the tapping column top end, preferably through the tapping valve 

head held in open position, all the way down to the inner volume of the base portion whence 

it can be connected to a new keg stored outside the inner volume of the base portion. If a 

0 pinch valve is used the column may advantageously comprise means for opening a portion 

of the channel comprising the pinch valve such that the first and second jaws can be 

separated from one another by a distance substantially larger than the one corresponding to 

the open position, dl. The portion of the channel which can be opened preferably comprises 

at least 60% of the total length of the channel, preferably at least 80%, more preferably at 

25 least 90%. In yet a preferred embodiment, the tapping valve head comprises a hinge 

assembly allowing the first and second jaws to be separated by a distance larger than the 

one corresponding to the open position, dl, and can preferably be separated from the rest 

of the column.

30 The present invention also concerns a beverage dispensing assembly comprising:

-5-
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8 (A) A beverage dispensing unit as discussed supra, standing on the top surface of a

counter or worktop of the type found in traditional pubs and restaurants;

(B) A beverage container containing a beverage to be dispensed, and being separate

from the beverage dispensing unit,

5 (C) A first, dispensing line extending from an inlet end connected to the container

and in fluid communication with the beverage contained therein, through the 

channel of the tapping column, to an outlet end engaged in the valve element, 

and

(D) A second, pressure line extending from an inlet end connected to the source of

0 pressurized gas to an outlet end connected to the beverage container, in fluid

communication with the interior thereof.

For drinks having to be served cool, the beverage container is preferably placed in a cooled 

compartment comprising openings for the passage of the dispensing line and pressure line 

5 from the inside to the outside thereof, said cooling compartment being preferably located 

under or adjacent the counter or worktop supporting the dispensing unit.

If the the valve is a pinch valve, a portion of the outlet end of the dispensing line to be 

engaged in said pinch-valve should be flexible. In an alternative embodiment, the outlet end 

0 of the dispensing line comprises a valve co-element suitable, when engaged therein, for 

collaborating with the valve head to control the flow of liquid through the dispensing line.

The dispensing assembly of the present invention is particularly suitable for dispensing a 

beverage contained in said container, preferably beer and carbonated malt based beverages, 

25 such as non alcoholic beer, or cider.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

For a fuller understanding of the nature of the present invention, reference is made to the 

following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in

30 which:

-6-
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8 Figure 1: shows three embodiments of a compact dispensing unit according to the

present invention,

Figure 2: shows one embodiment of a dispensing assembly comprising the dispensing

unit of Figure 1 a.

5 Figure 3: shows four embodiments of dispensing assemblies allowing a dispensing tube

to be introduced in a top-down fashion.

Figure 4: shows an example of pinch valve (a) in a closed position with first and second

jaws at a distance, dO, from one another and (b) in an open position with first and second 

jaws at a distance, dl, from one another.

0

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

As illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, the present invention concerns a compact beverage 

dispensing unit for dispensing a beverage which can be laid on top of a worktop (20) and 

easily connected to a keg (8) containing a beverage to be dispensed. By its compactness and 

5 ease to move, such dispensing unit can be used alike in public houses as well as at 

temporary events offering the same dispensing conditions as encountered in a public house. 

Such units are particularly suitable for dispensing beer and beer like beverages (i.e., 

comprising malt), cider, and any other ready to dispense beverages). The dispensing units of 

the present invention distinguish themselves from soda dispensers wherein a source of 

0 carbonated water is mixed with a concentrated syrupy composition prior to flowing out of a 

tap. The use of a pump for pumping the beverage out of to the outlet of the dispensing tube, 

as described e.g., in US6832487, is not envisaged as it makes a noise not to be associated 

with the serving conditions encountered in a public house, and in particular, driving beer 

through a pump is not compatible with the foam forming conditions required in a beer or 

25 beer like beverage. The dispensing of beverage in dispensing units according to the present 

invention is driven by the higher pressure reigning in the container compared with the 

ambient atmosphere. The high pressure in the container is achieved by bringing a source of 

pressurized gas (7) in fluid communication with the interior of the container (8) by a 

pressure tube (6). The source of pressurized gas (7) can be a pressurized cartridge, a solid 

30 carrier such as a zeolite or carbon black with gas molecules adsorbed on the surface thereof,

-7-
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8 or a compressor. In the latter case, the beverage never contacts any element of the pump.

This is used solely for increasing the pressure inside the container.

When existing roving dispensing units as revised in the Background Art supra are generally

5 provided complete with a cooling compartment or fridge topped by a dispensing column,

and requiring wheels for displacing them; the present dispensing unit is much more compact 

and light and can be transported by hand and would fit in most car boots. Unlike the 

foregoing dispensing units, the unit of the present invention is not a stand-alone type of 

dispensing furniture, but should be laid on top of a worktop (20) like a counter, a table or 

0 the like, as illustrated in Figure 2.

As in traditional dispensing units, an elongated, hollow tapping column (1) extends 

substantially normal to the top surface (11a) of a base portion (11). An inlet end of the 

tapping column is fixed to said top surface (11a) and it comprises an elongated inner

5 channel (2) bringing in fluid communication said inlet end of the column with a tapping valve 

head (3) located at the opposite top, outlet end of the elongated tapping column. The 

channel (2) and tapping valve head (3) are suitable for receiving and for controlling the flow 

of liquid through a dispensing line (4) connected to the interior of a beverage container (8) 

stored elsewhere. The tapping column comprises an elbow for directing the flow of beverage 

0 downwards and it should be sufficiently high to allow a standard glass of beer to fit between 

the tapping valve head (3) and the top surface of said base portion (11).

The base portion (11) to which the tapping column is fixed comprises a support plate 

comprising a top surface (11 a) and a bottom surface (11 b) and an opening connecting said 

25 top and bottom surfaces. The channel (2) of the tapping column must be in fluid 

communication with said opening of the support plate in order to allow passage of a 

dispensing tube from the valve head (3) to below the support plate (11), whence it can 

extend to the dispensing outlet of a pressure container (8), typically a keg. A peripheral wall 

(11 c) juts out of the bottom surface (11 b) of the support plate and extends along at least a 

30 portion of the perimeter of said support plate, preferably extending over at least 50% of the

-8-
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8 perimeter of the support plate, and thus defining with said bottom surface (lib) an inner 

volume of the base portion. The free edge of the peripheral wall (11c) should be suitable for 

stably supporting the support plate (1 la) at a distance from a planar surface said peripheral 

wall rests upon. Strictly speaking, three feet distributed around the perimeter of the base 

5 plate would suffice to stably hold the support plate at a distance from the surface they rest 

upon. For aesthetic reasons, however, it is preferred that a peripheral wall hides the inner 

volume thus defined from outside observers, as a number of items can be lodged in said 

inner volume, including dispensing and pressure tubes. The distance between the support 

plate and worktop surface (20) the dispensing unit is laid upon corresponds to the height of 

0 the peripheral wall (1 lc) or, if it applies to the at least three feet described above. The height 

of the peripheral wall should be such that the beverage dispensing unit be suitable for 

dispensing beverages when standing on the top surface of a counter or a worktop (20) as 

found in traditional pubs and restaurants. Since such worktops and counters generally have 

a height comprised between 80 and 1 30 cm, the peripheral wall (1 lc) should have a height 

5 comprised between 50 and 300 mm, preferably between 70 and 200 mm, more preferably 

between 100 and 150 mm to afford comfort of use. A thin base portion is preferred for 

higher counters, and also for ease of transport and handling. On the other hand, a higher 

height allows the accommodation of more features within the inner volume of the base 

portion.

0

In particular, the dispensing unit also comprises a source of pressurized gas (7) lodged in 

the inner volume of the base portion. It also comprises connecting means (6) suitable for 

connecting said source of pressurized gas to the interior of a beverage container (8) located 

outside the inner volume of the base portion. The source of pressurized gas (7) can be a 

25 pressure cartridge filled with pressurized gas. Because of the reduced space available within 

the inner volume of the base portion, the dimensions of the cartridge are restricted to the 

detriment of the use range of such cartridge. A solution for storing more gas in a reduced 

volume at a reduced pressure is to adsorb gas onto a solid surface, such as a zeolite, carbon 

black, etc. But here too, a limited use time is afforded by such solution. A gas compressor, 

30 preferably an air compressor can be lodged in the inner volume of the base portion. It has

-9-
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8 the advantage of not having a limited service time, but it has the inconvenience of the noise 

produced when raising the pressure inside the container (8).

An alternative solution is to provide a pressure cartridge filled with pressurized gas or a

5 solid substrate with gas molecules adsorbed on the surface thereof as source of pressurized 

gas (7), and to connect said source to a compressor (7a) suitable for refilling with gas the 

source of pressurized gas, when the pressure becomes insufficient. The source (7) therefore 

acts as a pressure buffer between the compressor (7a) and the container (8). As illustrated in 

Figures 1 (b)&(c) and 3(c)&(d), a pressure gauge (7b) can be mounted on the source of

0 pressurized gas to measure the pressure therein. A CPU can activate the compressor (7a) as 

soon as the pressure inside the source of pressurized gas falls below a given threshold value 

of , e.g., 1.1 bar, preferably 1.05 bar. As shown in Figure 1(b), the compressor (7a) can be 

lodged within the inner volume of the base portion (11). This has the advantage of having a 

compact dispensing unit with a long lasting source of pressurized gas (7) integrated therein.

5 The noise remains a drawback, but the compressor would run only when the pressure inside 

the source (7) falls below the threshold value and not every time beverage is being 

dispensed. This also increases the service life of the pump which is switched on and off 

considerably less often with Furthermore, the base portion (11) can be sound insulated e.g., 

with a foam lining the walls thereof. Alternatively, in case the user has a compressor

0 available in house, the compressor (7a) can be located outside the base compartment (11) as 

illustrated in Figures 1(c) and 3(d). This embodiment reduces the cost of the dispensing unit 

and can solve the noise problem of the compressor. For example, many public houses store 

compressors and kegs in the cellar or in a closed side room remote from the counter and 

dispensing columns. As shown in Figure 3(c), a line (4) may run from the dispensing unit to a 

25 keg stored in the cellar or in a side room. Similarly and as shown in Figure 3(d) a line can run 

from the source of pressurized gas (7) to such compressor (7a) in the cellar or a side room. 

One such compressor (7a) can be used to refill the sources of pressurized gas of several 

dispensing units, since it needs to run only when the gas pressure in a source (7) drops 

below a given value. In this case, it can be advantageous to connect the compressor to a 

30 manifold whence pressure lines run to the sources of pressurized gas (7) of several

-10-
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8 dispensing units. Said pressure lines can be provided with valves controlled by a CPU to 

ensure that gas compressed by the compressor (7a) is routed towards the under-pressurized 

sources (7) only.

5 Although a dispensing unit according to the present invention may function without any 

external power, it may be advantageous to lodge in the inner volume of the base portion 

(11) a source of power (1 3), such as a battery, or an AC/DC transformer (1 3) with connecting 

means to the AC supply net. These can be used to run a compressor (7, 7a) if any is used or 

for illuminating decorative lights disposed on the tapping column or base portion, such as a

0 display panel mounted on the tapping column and indicating the type of beer dispensed by 

such column, and the like.

It is highly advantageous for the user if the dispensing unit comprises means for 

determining the volume of liquid dispensed in a time range or still contained in the container.

5 Since in pressure controlled dispensing units, the liquid does not flow through a pump, the 

number of pump strokes cannot be used as an indicator of the volume of liquid dispensed in 

a given time range. The volume of liquid dispensed is approximately proportional to the 

pressure (> Patm) inside the container and to the time the valve is maintained open. This 

approximation can be taken advantage of only if the pressure inside the container can be 

0 controlled with accuracy. Using a compressor (7a) coupled to a source (7) of pressurized gas

(7) acting like a pressure buffer as discussed supra with reference to Figures l(b)&(c) and 

3(c)&(d) has the advantage of requiring only a small container (7) which can fit in the inner 

volume of the base portion of the dispensing unit, whilst ensuring a substantially constant 

pressure inside the container throughout the dispensing lifetime of the container (e.g., using 

25 a pressure control valve). This way a simple CPU can be integrated in the system, measuring 

the dispensing time of the valve, and calculating accordingly the amount of liquid dispensed 

in a given time (e.g., daily). This information is useful for management of the stocks and also 

to profit of times of low activity for changing a container which is nearly empty. The same 

could be used with a pressure cartridge filled with pressurized gas of high capacity, but then 

30 it would not fit in the inner volume of the base portion. A pump directly connected to the

-11-
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8 container would not allow an accurate enough control of the pressure inside the container to 

yield meaningful approximation of the dispensed volume of liquid, with pressure peaks 

every time the pump is actuated.

5 It is a mandatory requirement, for hygienic reasons, that all the parts of the unit being in 

contact with the liquid to be dispensed be disposable and changed with each new container 

connected to the unit. This requirement applies in particular to the tapping valve. The use of 

a pinch valve (3a, 3b) positioned in the valve head (3) at the top end of the tapping column is 

particularly preferred because it is a cheap, hygienic and reliable valve system, requiring only 

0 that the outlet portion (4a) of the dispensing line be flexible to collaborate with the pinch 

valve. As illustrated in Figure 4, a pinch-valve comprises first and second jaws (3a, 3b) 

suitable for receiving in pinching relationship the flexible portion of the outlet end (4a) of 

said dispensing line. The flow of liquid is controlled by varying the distance between the first 

and second jaws (3a, 3b) from a first, closed position, dO, (cf. Figure 4(a)), wherein the

5 flexible portion of the dispensing line is squeezed and no liquid can flow therethrough to a 

second, open position, dl, (cf. Figure 4(b)), wherein the dispensing line is not squeezed 

completely and liquid can flow through the line, Pinch valves are advantageous in that the 

liquid never contacts the jaws of the pinch valve which therefore needs not be changed with 

each new keg, and the outlet portion (4a) of the dispensing line is a simple, flexible tubular 

0 portion simply engaged between the jaws of the pinch valve. Pinch valves are therefore a 

very economical and reliable option.

In an alternative embodiment (not illustrated), the tapping valve is composed of a first valve 

element mounted in the valve head (3) at the top end of the tapping column and of a second, 

25 valve co-element mounted at the outlet portion (4a) of the dispensing line, and required to 

be coupled with the first valve element to bring the tapping valve in tapping configuration. 

This embodiment is more expensive than a pinch valve discussed above, since the 

dispensing line must be provided with a second valve co-element, but it may be 

advantageous, for example, in providing a fool proof safety feature, preventing any liquid 

30 from flowing out of the container until the dispensing line (4) is fully connected to a closed

-12-
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8 tapping valve. With a pinch valve, the user must first open the jaws of the pinch valve to 

insert the dispensing tube, and must necessarily close the valve (i.e., pinch the flexible 

portion of the dispensing line), before connecting the inlet end to the container. If the pinch 

valve is not closed upon connecting the line to the container, liquid may accidentally flow out.

5 This problem could be avoided with a valve co-element mounted at the outlet portion of the 

dispensing line.

The first inlet end of the dispensing tube is provided with connecting means (5) suitable for 

connecting said inlet end to the container thus bringing the liquid contained in the container 

0 in fluid communication with the outlet end of the dispensing line. In a preferred embodiment,

the connecting means (5) provide a releasable coupling to the container, such as by means 

of a bayonet, a threaded nut, a pin, preferably with a safety feature like a ring provided at 

one end thereof, and the like. In an alternative embodiment, the coupling obtained with the 

connecting means (5) to the container is permanent, such as with a resilient snap-fit. This 

5 solution offers the same advantage as the dispensing tube permanently connected to a 

container disclosed in US2004/0226967, in that when a keg is empty it cannot be removed 

without removing at the same time the dispensing line (4), so that a new dispensing line (4) 

must necessarily be mounted with the next keg, which ensures the hygienic conditions of 

the unit. By contrast with a dispensing tube permanently attached to the keg, the present 

0 invention using a snap-fit connecting means allows a “top-down” insertion of the dispensing 

tube.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a new dispensing tube (4) can be 

introduced from the top of the tapping column (1) through the inner channel (2) all the way

25 down through the base portion (11) whence it can extend and be coupled to a keg by means 

of a connecting means (5). This “top-down” insertion mode of the dispensing tube is 

substantially more comfortable than the traditional “bottom-up” insertion mode used in all 

the roving dispensing units disclosed to date. In case the container (8) is stored in a cellar as 

illustrated in Figure 3(c), the bottom-up sequence would be most inconvenient, if not,

30 non-enabling. In a top-down insertion mode as proposed in the present invention, the inlet
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8 end of the dispensing tube, including the connecting means (5) can be introduced from the 

outlet of the channel (2) of the tapping tower (1) as illustrated in Figure 3(a), engaged into 

the valve head (3) with the pinch valve jaws (3a, 3b) held in open position, with a distance 

between jaws of at least, dl, or more as illustrated in Figure 4(b), and driven all the way 

5 down the inner channel to the inner volume of the base portion (11) and then further to the 

keg, where it can then be connected to the container (8).

In an alternative embodiment illustrated in Figure 3(b)-3(d), the channel (2) comprises an 

opening (2a) located upstream from the pinch-valve, whence the inlet end of the dispensing 

0 line, including the connecting means (5), can be driven through the channel (2) down into 

the inner volume of the base portion (11). The outlet end of the dispensing tube can be 

introduced into the valve element from upstream, wherein upstream and downstream refer 

herein to the dispensing direction of flow of the beverage. In case a pinch valve (3a, 3b) is 

used, a safety feature can prevent the opening (2a) of the tapping tower to be closed unless 

5 the pinch valve (3) is closed, in order to ensure that the tapping valve (3) is closed prior to 

coupling the connecting means (5) of the dispensing tube to the container. In Figure 3(b), 

the channel opening (2a) is located at the elbow of the the tapping column and is closed by a 

moving lid (1 b). In another embodiment illustrated in Figure 3(c)&(d), a whole section of the 

tower can be opened, as described, e.g., in EPl 982952. As illustrated in Figure 3(d), to 

0 further facilitate engagement of a new dispensing tube (4) between the jaws (3a, 3b) of a 

pinch valve, the means for opening a portion of the channel (2) may include the pinch valve 

(3a, 3b) such that, upon opening the moving lid (lb) the first and second jaws (3a, 3b) can 

be separated from one another by a distance, d0Pen, substantially larger than the one 

corresponding to the open, dispensing position, dl. In the embodiments illustrated in 

25 Figure 3(c)&(d) it is preferred that the portion of the channel (2) which can be opened 

comprises at least 60% of the total length of the channel, preferably at least 80%, more 

preferably at least 90%. This facilitates the engagement of a new dispensing tube into the 

channel.
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8 In yet a preferred embodiment, the tapping valve head (3) comprises a hinge assembly 

allowing the first and second jaws (3a, 3b) to be separated by a distance larger than the one 

corresponding to the open position, dl. Such hinged tapping valve head (3) could either be 

separable from the column (1) or, alternatively, it could remain attached to the body of the 

5 column, and the opening of a moving lid (1 b) would trigger the opening of the valve head (3) 

about its hinges.

The use of a compact dispensing unit according to the present invention is very simple. As it 

comprises all the functions of traditional tapping columns, it can be used as a permanent 

0 tapping column, not meant to be moved, with the advantage of a much lower price than a 

permanent tapping column. Alternatively, it can be moved from one place to another 

depending on the needs thereof. The dispensing unit must be laid onto a worktop (20) such 

as a counter typical in public houses, or even on a table. A container (8) containing a 

beverage can be stored in an adequate place. Preferably, the container (8) is stored in a 

5 cooled compartment (12). The container (and cooled compartment) can conveniently be 

positioned under or adjacent the worktop (20) on which the unit is laid, as in Figure 2. 

Alternatively, as illustrated in Figure 3(c) the container can be stored in a cellar or side room.

A new dispensing line (4) must be engaged into the valve head (3), loaded in the channel (2) 

of the tapping tower (1) and passed into the inner volume of base portion (11) whence it can 

0 be run and coupled to the container. Similarly, the pressure line (6) which is coupled to the 

pressurized gas (7) must be run and coupled to the container (8). If the source of 

pressurized gas (7) is to be coupled to a compressor (7a) exterior to the dispensing unit, as 

illustrated in Figures 1(c) and 3(d) then the two components should be connected and the 

dispensing unit is ready for use. Openings must be provided to allow the passage of the 

25 various dispensing and pressure lines (4, 6) on the worktop on which the unit is laid, in the

cooled compartment in which the container (8) is stored, and if it applies, in the floor or a 

wall, if the container (8) or compressor (7a) is located in a cellar or a side room.

The compact dispensing unit of the present invention is the most versatile ever put on the 

30 market. As it is cheap, and its installation is so easy, it conveniently replaces tapping towers
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8 permanently fixed to a counter, and it also advantageously replaces the stand alone, roving 

dispensing units available to date, which are rather bulky and difficult to transport in view of 

the size of the cooling compartment integrated in the unit.
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9 In this specification, the word “comprising” is to be understood in its “open” sense, that is, in 

the sense of “including”, and thus not limited to its “closed” sense, that is the sense of 

“consisting only of’. A corresponding meaning is to be attributed to the corresponding words 

“comprise", "comprised" and "comprises" where they appear.

The preceding description is provided in relation to several embodiments which may share 

common characteristics and features. It is to be understood that one or more features of any 

one embodiment may be combinable with one or more features of the other embodiments. In 

addition, any single feature or combination of features in any of the embodiments may 

constitute additional embodiments.

In addition, the foregoing describes only some embodiments of the inventions, and 

alterations, modifications, additions and/or changes can be made thereto without departing 

from the scope and spirit of the disclosed embodiments, the embodiments being illustrative 

and not restrictive.

Furthermore, the inventions have been described in connection with what are presently 

considered to be the most practical and preferred embodiments, it is to be understood that the 

invention is not to be limited to the disclosed embodiments, but on the contrary, is intended to 

cover various modifications and equivalent arrangements included within the spirit and scope 

of the inventions. Also, the various embodiments described above may be implemented in 

conjunction with other embodiments, e.g., aspects of one embodiment may be combined with 

aspects of another embodiment to realize yet other embodiments. Further, each independent 

feature or component of any given assembly may constitute an additional embodiment.
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9

Claims
1. A beverage dispensing unit comprising:

(a) a base portion, comprising:

5 (i) a support plate comprising a top surface and a bottom surface and an

opening connecting said top and bottom surfaces,

(ii) a peripheral wall jutting out of the bottom surface of the support plate and 

extending along at least a portion of the perimeter of said support plate, and stably 

supporting the support plate at a distance from a planar surface said peripheral wall

0 rests upon, said distance corresponding to the height of the peripheral wall, wherein

the peripheral wall, bottom surface and planar surface defining an inner volume of the 

base portion;

(iii) a source of pressurized gas lodged in the inner volume of the base portion, 

and connecting device fluidly connecting said source of pressurized gas to the interior

5 of a beverage container located outside the inner volume of the base portion; and

(b) an elongated tapping column extending substantially normal to the top surface of 

the base portion, an inlet end thereof being fixed to said top surface and comprising an 

elongated inner channel bringing in fluid communication via said opening, the inner 

volume of the base portion with a tapping valve head located at the opposite top, outlet

0 end of the elongated tapping column, said channel and tapping valve head being

dimensioned for receiving a dispensing line inserted into said tapping valve head and into 

the interior of said beverage container through said channel and for controlling the flow of 

liquid through said dispensing line;

wherein the peripheral wall has a height comprised between 70 and 200 mm, wherein

2 5 the source of pressurized gas is a pressure cartridge filled with pressurized gas or a solid

substrate with gas molecules adsorbed on the surface thereof, and wherein said source of 

pressurized gas is connected to a gas compressor located either within or outside of the 

inner volume of the base portion for refilling the source of pressurized gas when the 

pressure of the compressed gas stored therein becomes insufficient and, to this effect, said

30 source of pressurized gas is provided with a pressure gauge for measuring the pressure of

the gas stored therein and with a CPU for activating the gas compressor as soon as the 

pressure indicated by the pressure gauge falls below a given threshold value;
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9 a CPU programmed for calculating the volume of liquid dispensed in a given time by 

computing at least the pressure inside the container and the opening time of the valve, 

wherein the pressure inside the container is substantially constant during the dispensing 

lifetime of the container;

5 lodged in the inner volume of the base portion, a source of power or an AC/DC

transformer with connecting means to an AC supply, wherein the tapping valve head is 

openable from a closed configuration to an open configuration, and the tapping column is 

dimensioned to allow the inlet end of a dispensing tube including the connecting device to 

be introduced from the tapping column top end and through the tapping valve head held in 

0 an open position, all the way down to the inner volume of the base portion, wherein the

tapping valve head is a pinch-valve comprising first and second jaws for receiving in 

pinching relationship a flexible portion of the outlet end of a dispensing line and for 

controlling the flow of liquid therethrough by varying the distance between the first and 

second jaws from a first, closed position, dO, wherein the flexible portion of the

5 dispensing line is squeezed and no liquid can flow, to a second, open position, dl, wherein

the dispensing line is not squeezed or not squeezed completely and liquid can flow 

through the line, wherein the column comprises an openable portion of channel provided 

with a device for opening said openable portion of channel including the pinch valve from 

a closed configuration to an open configuration, wherein the first and second jaws are 

0 separated from one another by a distance substantially larger than the one corresponding

to the open position, dl, wherein the openable portion of the channel comprises at least 

60% of the total length of the channel, wherein the tapping valve head comprises a hinge 

assembly allowing the first and second jaws to be separated by a distance larger than the 

one corresponding to the open position.

25

2. A beverage dispensing assembly comprising:

(Aja beverage dispensing unit, comprising a base portion, the base portion 

comprising:

(i) a support plate comprising a top surface and a bottom surface and an

30 opening connecting said top and bottom surfaces,

(ii) a peripheral wall jutting out of the bottom surface of the support plate and 

extending along at least a portion of the perimeter of said support plate and stably 

supporting the support plate at a distance from a planar surface said peripheral
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9 wall rests upon, said distance corresponding to the height of the peripheral wall, 

wherein the peripheral wall, bottom surface and planar surface defining an inner 

volume of the base portion;

(iii) a source of pressurized gas lodged in the inner volume of the base portion,

5 and connecting device fluidly connecting said source of pressurized gas to the

interior of a beverage container located outside the inner volume of the base 

portion; and 

an elongated tapping column extending substantially normal to the top surface of 

the base portion, an inlet end thereof being fixed to said top surface and

0 comprising an elongated inner channel bringing in fluid communication via said

opening, the inner volume of the base portion with a tapping valve head located at 

the opposite top, outlet end of the elongated tapping column, said channel and 

tapping valve head being dimensioned for receiving a dispensing line inserted into 

said tapping valve head and into the interior of said beverage container through

5 said channel and for controlling the flow of liquid through said dispensing line,

wherein the peripheral wall has a height comprised between 70 and 200 mm and 

wherein the beverage dispensing unit is adapted for standing on a surface of a 

counter or worktop;

(B) a beverage container containing a beverage to be dispensed, and being separate

0 from the beverage dispensing unit,

(C) a first, dispensing line extending from an inlet end connected to the container and 

in fluid communication with the beverage contained therein, through the channel 

of the tapping column, to an outlet end engaged in the tapping valve head, and

(D) a second pressure line extending from an inlet end connected to the source of

25 pressurized gas to an outlet end connected to the beverage container, in fluid

communication with the interior thereof; wherein the tapping valve head 

comprises a first jaw and a second jaw such that the first jaw and the second jaw 

can pinch close the fluid communication between the inlet end and the outlet end 

of the first dispensing line, and the second jaw selectively expand a distance apart

30 at least 60% of the total length of the elongated tapping column.

3. A beverage dispensing assembly according to claim 2, wherein the beverage container 

is placed in a cooled compartment comprising openings for the passage of the dispensing line
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9 and pressure line from the inside to the outside, said cooling compartment is located under or 

adjacent the counter or worktop supporting the dispensing unit.

4. A beverage dispensing assembly according to any one of claims 2 or 3, wherein the 

5 tapping valve head is a pinch valve and a portion of the outlet end of the dispensing line is

flexible.

5. A beverage dispensing assembly according to any one of claims 2 to 4, wherein the 

outlet end of the dispensing line comprises a valve co-element suitable, when engaged therein,

0 for cooperating with the tapping valve head to control the flow of liquid through the 

dispensing line.
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